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Earth Science Missions-Summary Chart

Monitor
harmful algal Forecast air
quality
blooms

NASA
MISSIONS:
Funding
Terminated

EPIC: Earth
Polychromatic
Imaging Camera

Earth-viewing
Instruments Aboard The
Deep Space Climate
Observatory (DSCOVR)

NOAA
MISSION:
Funding
Reduced

JPSS: Joint Polar
Satellite System
Program

Medium
to Long
Term

Near to
Long
Term

Measures Earth-reflected solar
energy using spectrometer with
calibration traceable to
International System (SI) units
Independent measurement of
Earth reflected and emitted
radiation

Measures atmospheric, terrestrial
and oceanic conditions:
temperatures, vegetation, clouds,
rainfall, snow and ice cover, fire
locations / smoke plumes,
atmospheric temperature, water
vapor ozone

Improved
documentation
of
Validate Earth Inputs to predict
global
vegetation
Process models future climate
coverage
conditions
Near Term
to Long
Term

Measures reflection &
emission of sunlit side of
earth

Long
Term

Reduce risk of full CLARREO
mission by demonstrating
key capabilities
Long
Term

Near to
Long
Term

Develop models to enable
sound policy decisions that
aid climate stability & protect
quality of life

Document global CO2
patterns in relation to source
and sink areas

Measures ozone,
aerosols, dust, cloud
height, vegetation
cover

NISTAR: National Institute
of Standards and
Technology Advanced
Radiometer

CLARREO-PF (CPF):
Climate Absolute
Radiance and Refractivity
Observatory Pathfinder

Improve climate model
skills and climate
forecasting capabilities

Manage ocean Maintain/improve
fish harvest
ecosystems

Measures global CO2
distribution to understand
processes that regulate
atmospheric CO2

OCO-3: Orbiting
Carbon Observatory-3

RBI: Radiation Budget
Instrument

Near
Term

Measures oceans,
clouds and
atmospheric
aerosols

PACE: Pre-Aerosol,
Cloud, ocean
Ecosystem Satellite

Track volcanic Monitor El Niño-Southern
plumes for
Oscillation (ENSO) in
near–real time
aviation safety

Inputs to extended-range
(10-day) weather
forecasts

Monitor energy budget of Earth
relative to climate change for
sound policy making decision
Produce highly accurate climate records
to test climate predictions, improve
models, enable sound decisions
Comparisons for
testing model
predictions

Use global data for near-term
critical weather forecasting
(hurricanes, monsoons, tornadoes
blizzards) days in advance

Improve climate
models

Imagery of sea ice and fiveday sea ice forecasts year
around for safe marine
operations

Near
Term
Medium
to Long
Term

Data to assess environmental hazards (droughts, forest
fires, poor air quality, harmful coastal waters) and
comparisons for testing climate predictions

